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Revival in retrospect
The folk music and folk dance revival
by Owe Ronström, august 1997

1. In the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, in many European countries a new interest for folk
music and folk dance was born. In this article, I will reflect over and discuss some of the
causes and preconditions behind this development. The ideas and perspectives are informed
on the one hand by long-term ethnomusiclogical fieldwork, my own and other colleagues, and
on the other by my personal experiences as a folk musician since the beginning of the
seventies.

Let’s start with some of the basic preconditions behind the folk music and folk dance revival.
One is definitely the rapid growth of population after the second world war. In the late 1940’s
and early 1950’s the birth-rates increased 10-15%, in some places well over 20%. All through
their lives this generation have had special experiences, due to their large numbers. Another is
of course economics. After suffering many years from the effects of the wars, in the 50’s
world economy began to expand rapidly. Finding a job became easier, even for young and
uneducated people. Lot’s of young people therefor left agriculture in the countryside, and went
to factory work in the fast growing cities, where they soon settled, married and raised children.
These children became the first generation without own experiences of war, poverty, worries
over the future, as well as of country-life, farming, herding - the life many of them later came
to idealise.

Together with urbanisation went centralisation. Bureaucracies grew rapidly to meet the
growing ambitions of politicians and administrators at local, regional and state level. It was
during this period, immediately after the war, that the new man was to be created. Whatever
label was put on him, this ”new man” was of course modelled on the upper classes, and was
implemented on the lower classes through invention from above, mostly state bureaucracies of
different kinds. This created a need for centralisation at all levels, so that the same lessons
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were taught to everyone, everywhere, whether it dealt with how to raise children, how to
improve hygiene, or how to spend your free-time.

It was also a period of modernisation. In the cities people met with new technology, which
gave them yet other totally new experiences, which even more came to divorce this generation
from the preceding ones. New radio programs, TV, vinyl records, the Single, the EP and later
on the LP-records, which was the foundation of a entire revolution in the field of music. All
this new technology made it possible for the first time to cultivate music that earlier had not
been available.

In short, all this led to a growing gap between the old and the new, between what has become
known as ”tradition” and ”modernity”. Let’s not go further into this very problematic concepts
here, suffice it to say that a growing number of people in the 50’s began to lead lives that
were fundamentally different from the lives of their grandparents. But, which is important
here, before they were abandoned, the old ways had been fairly well documented and
transformed into a cultural heritage, which it was the duty of museums and experts to
preserve. Two lines of thinking guided the preservation: art and difference. What was picked
out as especially valuable were things that could be presented as art in the terms of the
established art world, and things that were in some way or another different from the modern.
In short, there were rich sources about ”tradition”, and this ”tradition” was constructed of
things that was both valuable and different.

Important was also that certain geographic areas were appointed special value and difference.
Notions of a cultural cradle, a remote part of the country were things had been preserved true,
authentic, untouched by modernity, had existed already many hundred years, but as a response
to the fast changes in society, they were evoked again with new intensity.

A third factor of importance was the existence of different versions of this true and authentic
past. One was the version preserved and presented by, let’s call them the ”knowers”- the
academic experts, in scientific literature and museums. Another was preserved and presented
by the ”doers” - such as amateur folk dancers, folk musicians. During this century the gap
between these two versions had grown. While the knowers dwelled in their archives,
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safeguarding sanctified remnants of ”national tradition”, the doers went on to transform this
same ”tradition” to suit their present needs. Large state supported folk dance and folk music
ensembles were formed, modelled upon chamber orchestras and ballet companies. The
peasant’s music was treated as ”interesting melodies” and dressed up either in semi-classical
or popular music clothes and presented on stage as a show under the name of ”folklore”. In
the 60’s the gap between these versions of ”tradition” had become so wide, that most ordinary
people knew only one, the staged version. A growing notion that there was something wrong
with it, paved the way for the first revivalists.

2. The second half of the 1960’s was a period of tremendous economical growth. A new
period of urbanisation reached it’s peak. The middle class grew considerably. Since money
seemed not to be the problem, the ambitions of the state to interfere with the everyday life of
ordinary man became greater than ever. This led to increased centralisation. The capital
became the indisputable economical, political and cultural centre, and the rest was treated, at
most, as a mere supplier of goods, ideas and manpower.

In the late 1960’s, large numbers of young people flooded the universities and colleges in the
capital and other big cities. These young boys and girls soon acquired relatively big
economical resources, which they themselves could decide over. They became well educated,
not least in music and dance, they had access to musical instruments, and they had plenty of
time - which they were to a large extent were prepared to use on music-making and dancing.

By and large the cry of the time was: Be active! Don’t listen to what others - that is the elder
generations - tell you to do! Think for yourself! Do it yourself! Begin now! This was
something going on all over the Western world. It was in this climate the mental, spatial, and
temporal distance to the ”old tradition”, changed from alienation to a source of new and
positive identification.

A starting factor was the media. Earlier, according to agreements between radio producers in
state controlled Public Service Radio companies, only versions of folk music adjusted to the
popular music taste of urban middle classes had been broadcasted. But during the late 1960’s
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this policy was abandoned. Now also ”original recordings” were played and ordinary people
could hear music that formerly only experts had access to.

To the young, this music, called ”authentic folk music” in contrast to the staged folklore
versions, was something entirely new. A strange, archaic sound, far from the stereotyped
symphonic folklore versions, actually closer to much of the newest rock and roll in terms of
expression and sound ideals. The impact of the music was strong. Some disliked and rejected
it, others became fascinated and attracted. The discovery of this music led to important
questions. If this is our folk music, why didn’t anybody tell us about it before? And what is
then that other music called ”folk music”?

During these years the young started to cultivate music and dance of all kinds, styles and
genres, as no generation before them. Many new styles and forms of music were introduced.
Among them folk music was only one. Although presented as old, to many of the first folk
music fans, the ”original folk music” was as new and strange as any new rock or pop genre.
And many surfed freely between the genres, from folk to pop, rock, country and back.
Because it was new, very few knew much about folk music and folk dance. This paved the
way for an informal and amateuristic approach, which by and large characterised the lifestyle
at large of the young urban students. Socialising, making friends, having a good time was
more important than formalised rehearsals, stage performances, festivals, contests. To put it in
academic language you could say that among the first folk fans the focus was upon the process
and not the product. The key words were active, living, participation. This is actually central
to much of the music scene in the late 1960’s: away from prescribed formalities, resistance
against orders from above, whether it came from parents or other authorities; away from the
big words, the stages, the flags and banners, towards doing something for yourself and your
friends.

Soon many folk fans began to explore also other facets of traditional peasant life than music
and dance. Outside the established academic institutions, they undertook a kind of practical
ethnological research. Around their findings a lifestyle began to develope, founded on the old,
and contrasted to the present. The latter was by far the most important. Thereby the images of
the old became not only influenced by, but profoundly shaped by the present. The old, seen as
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true, original, natural, local, was contrasted to the modern world of global massproduction and
massconsumption. The staged folklore versions, seen as too formal, stiff and dull, was
contrasted by informal playing and dancing, for its own sake.

Influential leaders soon started to stress the importance of having direct contacts with the
sources themselves. Earlier the researchers and archivists controlled the keys to the first hand
sources. But now some researchers opened the doors to the archives to the young revivalists,
and gave them direct access to recordings, transcriptions etc., which they of course at once
started to use for their own purposes. This created a conflict between the researches. While
some treated the young as a threat to their monopoly, others supported them. Some of the
supporters soon became very important, as guides and advisors, both at a professional and a
personal level, and not least important, as a source of legitimation.

The movement back to the sources was a radical step, because to the young the sources were
not only archives, but also old people in remote places, where things were believed to be
preserved in ‘living tradition’. The contact with real old people had a great impact, because
the young soon discovered that music and dance, although at the centre of their interest, was
only a part of a much larger context, where there were also many other expressive art forms to
be studied and perhaps also cultivated.

Out of this developed a new understanding of folk culture. The aim now became to enter into
the tradition as a creative process and continue it, rather than to merely reproduce the
collected left-overs stored in museums and archives. But to do that, it was necessary to
develop a better understanding of how this creative processes worked. Therefor, many young
boys and girls started to do in practice what folklorists had been doing in theory for some
years, to study folk creativity and formula improvisation. By learning not only the vocabulary
of folk music and dance, but also its grammar and syntax, they believed it would be possible
to create new music and dance in traditional and ”authentic” style.

The stress on improvisation is, as I see it, the single most important factor that shaped the folk
dance and folk music revival movement. It made the participants foreground what was
happening here and now, instead of only looking back to remote places in past days. This in
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turn led to a change in how authenticity was to be perceived. Before ‘authentic’ referred to the
material, and was used to legitimise the exact reproduction of old recorded forms. Now, it
could also refer to how this material was treated, that is, not to reproduce, but to produce anew
according to the vocabulary, grammar, and syntax of old traditional music. Thus, the stress on
improvisation became in a way a stress on self-determination and re-establishment of the
individuals roles in the large structures, in society at large.

So, here’s where ends meet: reproduction, copying, which in fact was what many did, became
equated with passivity, taking orders from above, centralisation, massconsumption. To
improvise, or at least to try, became a way of taking command, acquiring power at least over
your self and your own actions. Thus dancing and music-making became a field where
individuality could be developed and expressed, in a society which seemed to leave too little
room for individual expressivity.

3. More than 25 years has now passed since the folk revival began to florish. What has
happened during these years. First of all, naturally the founding generation has become older,
and a new generation has started to take over. These young folk fans of today have new and
other experiences. Born into the folk music and folk dance movement as an existing reality, to
them it’s all much more about music and dance than about ideology, resistance, struggle. They
are often better trained in music-making and dancing, and also less purist, less fanatic, and
less interested in looking backwards. Instead they are more willing to try out new things,
which have led to new eclectic forms: bricolage, hybridisation, cross-over, ”world music”, call
it what you like. Authenticity is still an important notion, but for many of the young it is not so
much a question of origin, a reference to other persons, places, or times, but of being true to
yourself, to your own experiences and expressivity. This is of course nothing else than the
well-established romantic notion of ”the artist”, which has been taken over by many young
folk musicians.

Secondly, the first generations of folk fans, after finishing their university studies, became
professional musicians and dancers, teachers, radio producers, lawyers, journalists,
ethnologists, musicologists etc. As a result of their ambitions and efforts, folk music and folk
dance today has become a part of ordinary music education at all levels. There are now
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festivals, magazines, radio shows, records and record companies, books…. In short, the folk
music and folk dance movement has become institutionalised, for better and worse. What
started as an attempt to create an alternative to the establishment cultural life, now itself has
become a well established part of it..

In fact, the professionalisation started already many years ago, bringing the leading musicians
and dancers to the stages as full time pro’s. Thereby the folk music movement as a whole had
made a full circle. If the start was a feeling of discontent with the staged versions of folklore
of the fifties and early sixties, leading to a stress on informality, socialising, having fun, being
active, what then happened was a massive return to the stages, adaptation to the needs of
festivals, record companies, the global entertainment industry. So, in many respects the first
generation of revivalists today are back where they once started, the main difference being that
now it is they themselves that are in charge. They control the sources, the legitimation of what
is to be considered as ”authentic” and so on. Therefor it would not be surprising if there again
will come new generations fighting for their new ideas.

4. All through this presentation, I have been intensiously vague when it comes to concrete
references and examples. The story I have been relating, is it about Sweden? Or perhaps
Hungary? Or maybe both? Sweden, of course, since I am a Swede, and since I have been a
part the folk music movement in Sweden as a musician and a scholar for many years. But then
it is in fact about Hungary too, using insights I have gained through many years of
communication with the Hungarian Dance-house movement. The point I would like to stress
is that any story of the Hungarian Dance-house movement is also a story of the Swedish folk
music revival and vice versa. Partly this is due to the many contacts at a grassroots level
between revivalists in Sweden and Hungary. From Hungary the Swedes borrowed the concept
of a ”dance-house”, and from Sweden the Hungarians imported a form for informal playing,
which we call ”spelmansstämma”, fiddlers gathering. But a more important reason for treating
the revival movements in Hungary and Sweden as one, is that neither can be understood if
seen as fundamentally different phenomena.

Today there is a growing interest in folk revival movements, among scholars, as well as
among folk revivalists themselves. Many of those involved from the very start, have now
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began looking back to understand at least something of what actually happened. But much of
what has been discussed up to today has been framed in a too narrow national or ”folk”
paradigm. This indeed very powerful paradigm, still exerting a fundamental influence over the
world of folk music and folk dance, makes us believe that all nations are profoundly different,
and that folk music and folk music are expressions of these differences. It is important to
recognise that this is not at all true. After all, few ideas are so internationally spread as
nationalism! Folk music and folk dance, whatever we think it once was, today is are
international genres, as is the nationalisms that once gave birth to the idea of a ”folk music”,
differing from nation to nation. Although it is obvious that folk music and folk dance is
different from place to place, these differences have been greatly exaggerated and cast in a
national mould, making it difficult to see that there are not only differences, but also
fundamental similarities. The same goes for the folk music and dance revivals. The revival I
have been a part of in Sweden, is only one part of an international, even global phenomenon,
of which the Hungarian Dance-house movement is another, and indeed closely related part.
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